
THANK YOU
for being a
CleanVision
Natural Gas
Balance program
customer.

We’re thrilled to share more than

10,000 DTE Gas residential and small

business customers enrolled in the

program, joining us in our commitment

to achieve net zero carbon emissions

by 2050.

Thank you for being part of this incredible effort throughout our state.

Together, we’re protecting state forests, supporting renewable energy

development, and building a cleaner, brighter energy future for Michigan.

Carbon offset credits
Trees are one of the world’s most important tools when it comes to

preserving the Earth’s climate. They naturally absorb greenhouse gases,

helping to balance emissions produced by natural gas usage. Through a

partnership that began in 2021 with Anew, North America’s leading carbon

offset developer, Natural Gas Balance is purchasing carbon offset credits

to limit aggressive tree harvesting throughout Michigan. With our support,

Greenleaf Improved Forest Management is protecting 24,000 acres of

forest across 13 Michigan counties and one in Wisconsin, which ensures

thousands of trees remain to continue scrubbing greenhouse gases from

the atmosphere.

Last year, we also added a second forestry project preserving 100,000

acres of the Pigeon River County State Forest for 10 years. This land,

also known as The Big Wild, is considered one of Michigan’s greatest

treasures. The project is the first of its kind to use state land to generate

forestry carbon offsets. The project will also provide more than $10 million

to the state’s Forest Development and Fish and Game funds for natural

resource management.

2022 
Carbon Offset 
Credit Impact

11,792 metric tons
Natural gas-related CO2-e

emissions negated

Renewable natural gas
Renewable natural gas, or RNG, is derived by capturing methane gas

emitted by organic waste materials in landfills, wastewater treatment plants

and dairy farms. The gas is trapped, and impurities removed, creating a

renewable source of pipeline-quality natural gas. Natural Gas Balance

sources RNG from multiple local producers, including the Sauk Trail Hills

landfill in Canton and a wastewater recovery facility in Grand Rapids.

2022 
RNG
Impact

11,264 mcf
Renewable natural gas acquired on behalf of

participating customers, negating

621 metric tons
of natural gas-related CO2-e emission
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What’s next
We’re proud of what we’ve accomplished together so far and are excited

for what’s next. In 2023, we will:

Receive Green-e Certification for the Pigeon River County State

Forest; an additional certification for the carbon offset credits we

purchase. 

Purchase additional Michigan-made supply to support the growth of

this program.

2022 Highlights
Grand Rapids Water Resource Recovery Facility supplies RNG

Earlier this year, we contracted with the Grand

Rapids Water Resource Recovery Facility to

produce RNG. Methane and other greenhouse

gases are naturally produced during the WRRF’s

typical recovery processes, and are harmful

greenhouse gases (GHG). RNG projects capture

this methane and redirect it away from the

environment, where it can be used as pipeline-

quality natural gas delivered to your home.

Planting Trees in Washtenaw County

In April last year, DTE challenged Washtenaw

County residents to enroll in CleanVision Natural

Gas Balance AND MIGreenPower – if more than

100 residents enrolled in April, the company

promised to plant 20 trees in the county.

Washtenaw County residents were up to the

challenge!

On Sept. 30 the company planted 10 trees in Ann

Arbor’s Arbor Oaks Park to meet our end of the

bargain. Later in November, we planted 10 trees in

Washtenaw County’s Nature Preserves in Superior

Township.

BlueSource Changes Name to Anew

Anew is the new BlueSource! You may see Anew

crop up in more messages and communications

from our program, so we wanted to let you know

BlueSource rebranded to Anew.

All of our carbon offset credits are provided

through Anew, which works with Michigan forest

landowners and experts to provide the credits. We

work in partnership with Anew to participate in

Improved Forest Management (IFM) projects that

protect Michigan’s natural forests from being over-

harvested by commercial loggers. IFM project

developers follow the methodology and protocol

established by the nonprofit and independent

American Carbon Registry.

Take your impact to the next level
You can increase your impact on climate change by increasing your

commitment. Consider moving up to the next level to make an even bigger

difference in mitigating carbon emissions.

See how

Let's connect!
We'd like to hear from you. Send your comments, questions and

suggestions to us at naturalgasbalance@dteenergy.com.

Project information disclosure update
Natural Gas Balance is Green-e® Climate certified and meets the

environmental and consumer-protection standards for greenhouse gas

emissions reductions (carbon offsets) set forth by the nonprofit Center for

Resource Solutions. Learn more at www.green-e.org.

To maintain this certification, we comply with the Ethical Guidelines,

Certification Categories and Disclosure & Verification Requirements of the

Green-e® Climate Code of Conduct. Please view our updated 2022 Project

Information Disclosure for detailed information about Natural Gas Balance.
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